
 I 

 

A video of a surfer breaks my dream.   

 

Water was coming. We had to find a high space. So we went to the top room of a house. The 

ceilings were low, and I knew, when the wave came, we’d be trapped. No skylights. No 

trapdoor above my head. Small windows – unclimbable through. Square glass panels showing 

us a swell on the horizon.  

 

Us.  We.  

 

It wasn’t you. Someone else. I dream of faces less present in my waking mind. This man – he 

was a man, with whom I was finding higher ground – I passed him in the street, probably, or 

we both reached for a jar of olives, once, on a shelf. I’m unsure. Can’t remember. But he was 

there. That felt important. His being there. Also, we had time. Water was coming but it hadn’t 

come yet. That felt important too.  

 

There could’ve been a skylight, I’m sure, if I’d willed it enough. But my sleeping mind likes to 

experiment with different ways of dying. In preparation, I suppose. This dream was confusing 

my fears. Now it was about a tight space. Not only drowning. All the same – suffocation – 

though.  

 

I’m overwhelmed, I’m told by cheap websites. Pixelated logos. The waves are always large. 

Tidal. Full of capacity. They wouldn’t just knock me away. No. They would hold me a while 

in some strange surreal bubble. Until I simply stopped breathing. Being. They do hit sometimes. 

But, mostly, I’m just preparing. Trying to find a high space with a stranger to survive until it 

does.  

 

But, you. You’re not often in my dreams.   

 

And when you are, we’re kissing, and I’m half-awake, struggling to stay asleep.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



II 

  

I am Ceri Savage  

I am a sound, a thought, a passing name 

I am the countries I have lived in  

I am Canada, England, Germany, and Spain  

I am buses and backpacks and cheap flights and night trains  

I am childhood holidays in Brittany  

And all my future dreams  

I am an old woman in a blue house beside the sea  

I am all the waves on any beach   

And the ebbing of the tides  

I am a side-line character in other people’s lives  

I am the chicken pox scar above my left eyebrow   

The dimple in my right cheek  

I am the asthmatic weakness of my lungs  

I am the specific lines within my palm  

The faint blonde hairs upon my arm   

And the goosebumps that stir them to rise  

I am the freckles on my face  

I am a body shape  

I am an appetite for spiral-shaped pastries  

And a hesitancy to pass a bakery  

Without buying something sweet and round with raisins   

I am a daily habit  

I am a cup of tea with milk no sugar  

I am drank in a cafe  

Or left forgotten on the landing bookcase   

I am the cup of tea my father makes me every day when I am home    

I am my habitat  

I am my mother’s Welsh and my father’s Irish  I 

am her thick hair and his blue irises  

I am my brother’s depth and my sister’s kindness   

Her trusting blindness and his bloody-mindedness   

And I am the pure joy of my dog when I see someone who I love  

I am a Woolf   

And a Plath and an Atwood  

I am a lighthouse and a bell jar and the year of the flood  

And I am every book I ever loved and every work of art  

I am a deep breath   

And the old bragging of my heart  

I am I am I am   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



III  

  

I’m searching six pockets for a lighter kind of drunk  

Cigarette hanging from my mouth over the concrete slab of a doorstep  

Sitting here watching the world go by   

At 3 am, it’s pretty slow  

Just me and the humming glow of a neon light above my head  

  

I’m writing in my room kind of drunk  

Notebook on a wooden table, window open, and a bottle of wine  

A single glass refilled just one too many times  

And lines and lines and lines of incoherent writing   

I can edit in the morning  

  

I’m buying shots for strangers kind of drunk  

In a busy bar with peeling walls and hanging bulbs without lampshades  

Handing over paper as though it has no monetary value  

The breath of a living generation fogging the window  

With sincere conversation  

And smoke from rolled tobacco   

  

I’m blocking out the cold kind of drunk  

Hands deep inside a duffle coat  

Waiting for a bus to take me home  

They’re sporadic in the night   

And that sight of yellow rounding a corner up the road  

Makes you moan at the thought of somewhere warm  

  

I’m lost in music kind of drunk  

Head back, eyes closed, and senses honed   

Into soft voices and plucked strings  

This song is just the beginning of a long, loud night  

And my sight drawn to a dark brown stare across a crowded room   

  

I’m making friends with dogs on the U-Bahn kind of drunk  

I so don’t want to go home kind of drunk  

I’m living in the moment kind of drunk  

Close one eye so I can see   

Struggling to find my keys  

Play a podcast while I sleep   

Kind of drunk  

  

Alright no more beer for a week  

Or at least today let’s take a break  

Then out again on Friday  

We don’t have to drink But 

knowing me  

I’ll probably   

Get kind of drunk  


